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Overview of Data Analysis (1)
• Data analysis serves two purposes: to determine the parameters 

needed to construct the necessary model, and to confirm the model 
we construct to represent the phenomenon.

• Unfortunately, the data, whether from measurements or simulations, 
likely have one or more of the problems (a) total data span is too 
short (b) data are non-stationary (c ) the data represent nonlinear 
process. 

• Historically, researchers have used Fourier analysis to analyze 
signals. As a result, the term “spectrum” has become almost 
synonymous with the Fourier transform of the data. 

• The spectral domain approach is motivated by the observation that 
most regular, and hence predictable, behavior of a time series is to 
be periodic.

• While Fourier transform is valid under extremely general condition, 
there are some crucial restrictions of the method: (a) the system 
must be linear (b) the data must be strictly periodic or stationary. 

• Stationarity (2nd order) means the covariance function is independent 
of time shift. 

• Piecewise stationarity assumption may be used in data analysis 
practically.



Overview of Data Analysis (2)
• Other than stationarity, Fourier spectral analysis also 

requires linearity. Although many natural phenomena can 
be approximated by linear system, they also have the 
tendency to be nonlinear. 

• It is thus very important to understand the assumption 
behind the Fourier analysis.

• First, the Fourier spectrum defines uniform harmonic 
components globally; therefore, it needs many additional 
harmonic components to simulate non-stationary data 
that are non-uniform globally. (e.g. a delta function such 
as flash light)

• Second, Fourier spectral analysis uses linear 
superposition of trigonometric function; therefore, it needs 
additional harmonic components to stimulate the 
deformed wave-profiles. 



Review of non-stationary data 
processing methods(1)

• The Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT):
– The earliest time-frequency analysis was the short-time 

Fourier transform (STFT), which divides the temporal signal 
f(t) into a series of small overlapping pieces. Each piece is 
then windowed and individually Fourier transformed.

– h(τ) is the window function
– This scheme is most useful when the physical process is 

linear, so that the superposition of sinusoidal solution is valid 
and the time is locally stationary, so that the Fourier 
coefficient are slowly changing. 

– A drawback of STFT is that a fixed window does not easily 
adapt to the changing behavior of the signal.
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Review of non-stationary data 
processing methods(2)

• Wavelet Analysis:
– Wavelet analysis seeks to address the defect of the Fourier 

transform by decomposing the time series into local, time-dilated, 
and time-translated wavelet components using time-frequency 
atoms or wavelets ψ. 

– ψ(.) is the basic wavelet function that satisfies certain very 
general condition, a is the scale and b is the time shift. 

– An intuitive physical explanation is very simple. FwT(a,b) is the 
‘energy’ of f(t) of scale a at time b.

– Wavelet analysis is attractive because (1) it is local; (2) it has 
uniform temporal resolution for all frequency scales; (3) it is 
useful for characterizing gradual frequency changes. 

– However, this method is non-adaptive because the same basic 
wavelets have to be used for all data.
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Review of non-stationary data 
processing methods(3)

• The empirical orthogonal function expansion (EOF)
– Also called principal component analysis (PCA) or singular value

decomposition method (SVD)

– In which                  , the orthonormal function {fk} is the collection 
of the empirical eigenfunction, defined as                    where C is 
the sum of the inner products of the variables.

– EOF represents a radical departure from all of the above 
methods, for the expansion basis is derived from the data, thus, it 
is posteriori and highly efficient.

– However, its distribution of eigenfunction does not yield 
characteristic time or frequency scales. Furthermore, the 
eigenfunctions are not necessarily linear or stationary and 
therefore are not easily analyzed by spectral analysis.
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Instantaneous Frequency
• The notion of instantaneous energy or instantaneous 

envelope of the signal is well accepted. However, the 
instantaneous frequency have been highly controversial.

• Two basic difficulties: 
– In Fourier analysis, the frequency is defined for the sine or cosine 

function spanning the whole data length with constant amplitude.
As an extension of this definition, the instantaneous frequencies 
also have to relate to either a sine or cosine function. Thus, we 
need at least one full oscillation of a sine or a cosine wave to
define the local frequency value. Therefore, nothing shorter than 
a full wave will do. It is not an appropriate assumption for non-
stationary signal.

– The non-unique way of instantaneous frequency definition. This 
difficulty is no longer serious because of Hilbert Transform.



Hilbert Transformation
• Hilbert Transform is a 

convolution integral of X(t) and 
(1/πt)

• Hilbert transform consists of 
passing X(t) through a system 
which leaves the magnitude 
unchanged, but changes the 
phase of all frequency 
components by π/2.

• Z(t) is called an analytic signal, 
in which the imagery part is the 
Hilbert transform of X(t).

• A(t) is called the envelope of 
X(t) and θ(t) is called the 
instantaneous phase of X(t).

• The “instantaneous frequency”
f0 is given by the time 
derivative of θ(t). 
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What is Hilbert-Huang Transformation

• Hilbert transform was originally developed to solve integral 
equations. The Hilbert transform yields another time series 
that has been phase shifted by 90° via its integral definition. By 
itself, this hold little interest for us.

• However, when Gabor (1946) developed his concept of 
analytic signal z(t)= X(t)+jY(t). A particularly interesting case 
occurs when the signal is band-limited. Then we can rewrite 
z(t)=A(t)exp(j(θ(t)), a local time-varying wave with amplitude of 
A(t) and phase θ(t).

• Unfortunately, most signals are not band limited. Huang’s 
contribution is the development of a method which he calls a 
sifting process that decomposes  a wide class of signals into  a
set of band-limited functions (Intrinsic Mode Functions, IMFs)

• It is now a possibility for us to extract instantaneous 
information from the signal.



An example of Hilbert Transform

• A simple sine wave and its 
Hilbert transform (cosine 
wave) is plotted for 
comparison. A phase shift 
of π/2 is clear.

• Since this signal only 
involves a single 
frequency wave, the 
instantaneous amplitude 
is constant.

• The phase function is a 
straight line and the 
instantaneous frequency 
is also a constant.



Meaningful Instantaneous Frequency

• For a signal to have a meaningful 
instantaneous frequency, the 
frequency must be postive (Babor
1946; Boashash 1992).

• The phase function of sin(t) is a 
straight line. The phase plot of x-y
plane is a simple circle of unit 
radius. 

• If we change the signal mean by 
adding a small amount α, i.e. 
x(t)=α+sin(t)  the phase plot is still a 
simple circle independent of the 
value of α. However, the center of 
the circle is displaced by the 
amount α. 

• If α<1 the Fourier spectrum has a 
DC term but the mean zero-
crossing frequency is still the same. 

• If α>1, both phase function and 
instantaneous frequency will 
assume negative value. 



The Empirical Mode Decomposition: 
The Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF)

o In the whole data set the 
number of extrema and the 
number of zeros crossing must 
either be equal or differ at most 
by one. (traditional narrow 
band stationary Gaussian 
process)

o At any point the mean value of 
the two envelopes defined by 
smooth curves through the 
local maxima and the local 
minima is zero. 

o An artificial wave with three 
waves modes was created to 
explain the sifting process, 
which is designed to 
decompose time series with 
IMFs. 



The Empirical Mode Decomposition: 
The Sifting Process

• Eliminated riding waves and to 
make the wave-profile more 
symmetric.

1. Identify all extrema of x(t)
2. Interpolate (cubic spline fitting) 

between minima (or maxima) 
ending up with some envelope 
emin(t) (or emax(t))

3. Compute the mean 
m(t)=(emin(t) + emax(t))/2

4. Extract the detail d(t)=x(t)-m(t)
5. Repeat the above procedure 

on the detail d(t) if sifting 
criterion is not satisfied.

• Sifting criterion is determined 
by the standard deviation of 
the two consecutive shifting 
process.
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Sifting Process



Reconstruction of Original Waves

• By using EMD we have 
successfully reconstructed 
the three superposed sine 
waves. 

• However, on the practical 
side, sometimes, serious 
problems of the spline
fitting can occur near the 
ends, where the cubic 
spline fitting can have large 
swings. 

• It should be cautious to 
select the data range to 
exercise EMD for data 
analysis.



An Application for Substorm Onset Study

• Pi 2 Pulsation:
– Period 40 sec ~ 150 sec
– Often associated with 

substorm onsets
• AL onset: 

– Sudden decrease of AL 
index

– July to November, 2001, 
(2002, 2003, 2004)

– Duration of decrease >20 
minutes

– Minimum of AL index <-
100 nT

• Pi 2 main Onset:
– Use subset of Pi 2 

closely associated with 
AL onset



Statistics of Substorm Onsets

• From July to November, 
2001 we have identified 
692 AL onsets

• Out of these 692 AL 
onsets, 447 have been 
refined by Pi 2 timing 
using MEASURE 
observations

• Additional Pi2 timing will 
be done by scanning 
through the LANL, 
(AFGL), SMALL, and 210 
MM databases to 
increase the number of 
events



An example of multiple satellite observations
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Location of Spacecraft at 0400 UT August 27, 2001
• Identify cases of 

close alignment of 
GOES, Polar, 
Cluster in the tail 
and Geotail in 
solar wind

• Determine 
substorm onset 
from standard 
signatures

• Determine timing 
of satellite 
signatures relative 
to substorm onset

• The Aug. 27, 2001 
Cluster data 
exhibit an x-line 
signature



• Auroral images from IMAGE spacecraft courtesy S. Mende
• The beginning of the auroral expansion is first seen in the 04:08:19 

image
• This expansion brightens in two local time sectors and rapidly expands 

to include the entire dusk to midnight sector
• Aurora expands into the morning sector after 0420 UT



Fourier Based Pi 2 Identification

• In practice, we use the 
polarized power 
combined with AL index 
to identify Pi 2 main 
onset.

• Pi 2 is mainly a 
horizontal geomagnetic  
perturbation.

• Sometimes, the 
response from different 
horizontal component is 
different.



Pi 2 Power on US East Coast

• The East 
Coast is close 
to midnight 
and near 
statistical 
center of 
substorms

• A sequence of 
progressively 
stronger Pi 2 
bursts was 
observed

• The strongest 
was at 
04:07:58
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Geosynchronous Response (GOES)

• Two GOES 
spacecraft at 75° W 
(GOES-8) and 90 °
W  (GOES-10)

• GOES-08 just 
before midnight 
detects a major 
onset at 04:08:40

• The Pi 2 onset for 
this substorm is 
within a ½ cycle of 
the same time

• Note that earlier Pi  
2 onsets are not 
associated with a 
dipolarization of the 
synchronous field
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Comparison of Mid-latitude Pi 2 and Auroral Pi 2



EMD of Auroral Station Observation, 
Gillam, Canada



Completeness and Orthogonality

• By virtue of the 
decomposition 
completeness is obtained.

• The difference between the 
reconstructed data from 
the sum of IMFs and the 
original data is of order of 
1.0e-13. 

• The orthogonality is 
satisfied in all practical   
sense but it is not 
guaranteed theoretically.



Orthogonality

• The orthogonality is satisfied in all 
practical sense, but it is not 
guaranteed theoretically. 

• If we have IMFs as 

• If we square the signal, we have

• Then we can define an overall index 
of orthogonality, IO.

• For any two components, IOfg
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IMFs Associated with Pi 2 Pulsations

• There are 10 IMFs
decomposed.

• The first three IMFs were 
selected for Pi 2 analysis 
because they are within the 
Pi 2 frequency range (40 
sec ~ 150 sec).

• The frequency content of 
4th IMF is too low to be 
included.

• Higher mode of IMFs are 
excluded due to their much 
lower frequency content.



Comparison of IMF(1:3) and Pi 2



Hilbert Spectrum of Pi 2 Associated IMFs



Hilbert Spectrum of Pi 2 Associated IMFs

• It seems that the Pi 2 
are dispersive: longer 
period waves arrive 
first. 

• The duration of Pi 2 is 
about 6~7 minutes, 
which is consistent with 
Fourier based studies.

• The 4th IMF in blue is 
compared to the Hilbert 
spectrum of the first 
three IMFs in red.



EMD of Mid-latitude Ground Stations FIT

• A surprising result is a 
meaningless 1st IMF produced 
by background noise.



EMD of Mid-latitude Ground Stations FIT

Only Mode 4 to Mode 6 
are within the Pi 2 
frequency range



Comparison of Mid-latitude Pi 2 and Auroral Pi 2 (FFT)



Comparison of Pi 2 
FFT and Sum(IMFs)

• The summation of IMF4 to 
IMF6 is very similar to the 
conventional FFT method

• High latitude Pi 2 is different 
from mid-latitude Pi 2

• The Pi 2 seems dispersive.



Removal of Diurnal Variation at High 
Latitude Station BLC (Baker Lake)

• The low frequency IMF can also 
be used for data analysis.

• Station Id: BLC Location: Baker 
Lake, North West Territories 
CANADA 

• Organization: Geological Survey 
of Canada Co-latitude: 25.67 
deg. Longitude: 263.97 deg. 
Elevation: 30 m. Orientation: 
HDZ

• At high latitude station, it is not 
easy to find a quiet day because 
of convection driven activities 
and substorms.

• However, a diurnal variation is 
easily seen in a monthly plot.



Diurnal Variation Removal

• We found 13 IMFs for BLC 
H component. The IMF 
10:13 are close to the 
diurnal change of the 
station.

• We can see that the 
summation of IMFs(10:13) 
is very similar to the 
diurnal variation.

• Clearly, the diurnal effect 
has been reduced to a 
minimal level.

• AL index is a superposition 
of many stations. With one 
station, BLC can only 
record some perturbation 
while in the midnight. 
However, the perturbation 
in BLC is very similar to 
the AL index.



Summary 
• The EMD method seems be able to extract 

instantaneous information in data.
• However, caution should be exercised when applying 

this method. Frequency content  of each IMF should be 
monitored constantly and carefully. 

• The combination of IMFs can provide us some insight 
to the physical system which is not easily identified with 
Fourier analysis.

• For Pi 2  study, we found that Pi 2 may be dispersive 
with longer wave arriving first. However, a statistical 
analysis is necessary to confirm this finding (in 
progress).

• For low frequency, IMFs can clearly remove the diurnal 
variation of a high latitude station observation.
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